We are busy preparing an exciting programme at IT-TRANS, that focuses on the real challenges the sector faces. Here is a preview of what we have planned for you.

**PLENARY SESSIONS**
These are unmissable sessions. Led by high-level speakers discussing transversal and major topics. Capture the vision of the sector. Conference ticket holders only.

**PARALLEL SESSIONS**
Focused on specific topics – take a deep dive into the issues that matter most to you. Conference Ticket holders only.

**POWER SESSIONS**
Enjoy an inspiring talk from leading figures in the sector. Conference Ticket holders only.

**MARKET UPDATES**
Discover the latest innovations and products. Presented by IT-TRANS exhibitors. Open to all participants.

**SOCIAL & NETWORKING EVENTS**
Conference Ticket holders only.

**TECHNICAL VISITS**
Conference Ticket holders only.

*Access included with a Full Pass. Other ticket holders may purchase an upgrade.

---

**PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE**

**MONDAY 13 MAY**

**EVENING**

- PRE-EVENT

**TUESDAY 14 MAY**

**MORNING**

- EXHIBITION OPENS
- OPENING & KEYNOTE ADDRESS
- ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
- PARALLEL SESSION 1
- PARALLEL SESSION 2

**AFTERNOON**

- MARKET UPDATE A & B
- LUNCH
- PARALLEL SESSION 3
- PARALLEL SESSION 4
- MARKET UPDATE A & B
- COFFEE BREAK
- PARALLEL SESSION 5
- PARALLEL SESSION 6
- MARKET UPDATE A & B

**EXHIBITION OPEN UNTIL 18:00**

**EVENING**

- IT FAMILY DINNER

**WEDNESDAY 15 MAY**

**MORNING**

- EXHIBITION OPENS

**AFTERNOON**

- MARKET UPDATE A & B
- LUNCH
- DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
- MARKET UPDATE A & B

**EVENING**

- PARALLEL SESSION 11
- PARALLEL SESSION 12
- MARKET UPDATE A & B

**EXHIBITION OPEN UNTIL 18:00**

**THURSDAY 16 MAY**

**MORNING**

- EXHIBITION OPENS

**AFTERNOON**

- MARKET UPDATE A & B
- LUNCH
- DATA STANDARDS & GOVERNANCE

**EVENING**

- PARALLEL SESSION 13
- PARALLEL SESSION 14
- PARALLEL SESSION 15
- PARALLEL SESSION 16

**EXHIBITION OPEN UNTIL 15:00**

Diversity & Inclusion

We are proud to have a gender balanced programme as well as speakers and participants from a wide range of backgrounds.

---

Disclaimer: All information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of going to press (December 2023) but may be subject to change without notice. For the latest information please visit our website: www.it-trans.org

"IT-TRANS is the only dedicated exhibition and conference for digitalisation in public transport. It’s being held in the city of Karlsruhe – a future-oriented mobility hub where business, academia and the public sector work together in a unique way to modernise transport solutions, and make them more sustainable and efficient. The venue therefore perfectly complements IT-TRANS, and reinforces its industry reputation as the international place to be since 2008. I am looking forward to IT-TRANS 2024, the innovative strength of our exhibitors, numerous networking opportunities and a technological deep dive into the future of public transport!"